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LET'S TALK HISTORY: 

A Lifetime of Collecting and Dealing 

George M Rinsland 

I always had an interest in collecting, 
even as a youngster growing up in 
the coal region town of Scranton, 
Pennsylvania. It was easy to find fos

sils in the culm dumps or on the shale 
side-hills. In the '30's I collected stamps, 
coins and stampless covers, easily 
obtainable at a modest cost. History was 
my best subject at school and historical 
characters fascinated me. l can recall 
that Union vets visited our grade school 
once a year and held us spellbound in 
their uniforms, reciting Lincoln's 
Gettysburg Address and recounting their 
historic deeds. Little did I realize that I 
would become a soldier mysell for four 
years during WWII, as did many others of 
my age. After the War, I came home with a 
few relics and started colJectlng militaria. 

I attended Muhlenberg College in 
Allentown, Pennsylvania from 1946-1948, 
married Peggy in 1947, and left college to 
enter the Postal Service. My postal super
visor and hls wife asked me to attend an 

auction one evening. I didn't realize that 
the personal effects of Major Bowes. of 
radio and early T.V. fame, were being auc
tioned. The lady auctioneer held up a 
framed, black edged letter, writer 
unknown since it was simply signed 
"S.L.C." No one bid on it. An hour later 
she put the item up again and nobody bid 
so, as she was about to put it away, I 
called out "50 cents!" The auctioneer 
handed it to me and all laughed as she 
muttered "you cheapskate!" Intrigued by 
the "S.L.C.," I sent a copy of the letter to 
Charles Hamilton, the New York City 
autograph dealer, who promptly replied 
"Samuel Langhorne Clemens - Mark 
Twain - I'll offer you $25 for your letter, 
possibly more, send it along!" Along with 
his offer he enclosed a copy of his auc
tion catalog and I was amazed at the vari
ety of letters, documents, signed photos, 
etc., offered. That second, I said to myself 
"I can do that!" This is how 1 entered the 
auction field. I inquired further and found 
that Charles Bray, of East Bangor, 
Pennsylvania, also did an auction listing 
all types of small, mailable items, espe-

ABRAHAM LINCOLN, ISAAC MARKENS, AND I 

Bruce Gimelson 

I t happened during a most inopportune time of my life. Struggling under the weight 
of seven full courses in my junior year at the University of Pennsylvania, my main 
concern was just getting past my last physics final. The phone never stopped ring
ing and of course, just as I saw the light, its incessant jingle started again. This time 

the call was di!ferent. A doctor I knew as a stamp collector was telUng me of a wondrous 
two room accumuJation of Lincoln books and manuscripts owned by a colleague of his 
in Newark, New Jersey. And it wouJd have to be purchased Immediately as the owner 
was leaving the next day for Switzerland. 

After convincing my physics professor to allow me to take the exam two days later, 
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George Rinsland with his prized 
Twain Letter in 1962. 

cialJy postcards, from his home. Mr. Bray's 
one-line descriptions of items were often so 
brief that I visited him to see the item in 
order to bid and became acquainted with 
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----------------- THE RAILSPLITTER -----------------

From the Publisher 

T 
hree years ago, Donald Ackerman told me of his plan to 
start a telephone and mail auction. He wanted to organize 
sales featuring a wide range of historical Americana and 
collectibles - "fun, eclectic material." I warned him of the 
tremendous competition he laced and suggested he focus 

on what would make his catalogs stand out. "I'm not reinventing 
the wheel..." he commented, explaining his plans for starting 
Provenance Auctions, "I want to do something like the old 
Rinsland auctions." That was all he needed to say. I instantly knew 
what he envisioned and found myself overcome with nostalgia. 

The first auction I ever participated in was a Rinsland sale. 
That was back in 1973. I'm not certain how I found a copy of his 
catalog. let it suffice to say I was hooked from then on. Don and 
I reminisced about looking forward to receiving his catalogs in 
the mail. This was at a time when his was virtually the only one 
out there. I am certain many collectors "cut their teeth" on his 
diverse offerings of political and historical memorabilia, arti
facts. ephemera - material that ranged from significant museum 
items to that best described simply as "fun stuff." (I have hang
ing on a bathroom wall a pithe helmet and machete from the 
campaign in Africa during the Second World War - don't ask me 
why - it was one of many items I purchased in a Rinsland auction 
just for the hell of it. (Now, looking back over his catalogs of thir
ty years ago, it pains me to see the wonderful Lincolniana I 
missed. The adage "if I only knew then what I know now~ is truly 
apt in this case.) 

George may not have invented the telephone and mail-bid 
format: he certainly did more to refine and popularize it than 
anyone else. George and his wile Peggy are no longer in the auc
tion business but they both still enjoy their association with col
lectors and dealers in many different fields. We thought it would 
be fun to have George recount some stories of his years as an 
auctioneer ever mindful of how times have truly changed. 
(Particularly in looking at prices' realized!) 

Abraham Lincoln once wrote that "Character is like a tree 
and reputation like its shadow. The shadow is what we think of 
it; the tree is the real thing." All dealers are still challenged by the 
shadow cast by George Rinsland ... but unlike Lincoln's warning, 
it exactly mirrors the tree - both the man and his reputation are 
worthy of emulation. 

On a separate note, a word of thanks to all who participated 
in our third annual Rail Splitter auction. We host these sales 
once-a-year to help subsidize this journal. I can only say that 
given all the work involved (for but a meager return - monetary, 
not in personal satisfaction) - I have a whole new respect for 
those who do this professionally! 
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PUBLIC WORKS 
Steven Rogstad of Racine, Wisconsin is chair of the 

"Lincoln Monument Restoration Project." His goal is to raise 
funds to restore the Albert Louis Van den Berghen heroic 
standing bronze of Lincoln in downtown Racine. It is hoped 
that a re-dedication ceremony of the refurbished statue will 
take place thisSeptember as part of the city's sesquicentenni
al celebration. The statue was originalJy dedicated on 
Lincoln's birthday, February 12th, In 1924 at an original cost of 
$3,500. It was cleaned and re-dedicated in 1953 ... but estimates 
of current restoration costs are $15-25,000! The artist, a native 
of Belgium, known as "the hermit sculptor," was active in the 
midwest exhibiting at numerous art shows. The statue is one
foot larger in scale than life-size, standing 7'4" on a granite 
base. Thanks to Rail Splitter Steven for sharing his story and 
a photo of what is obviously his favorite Lincoln statue! 
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CONFESSJONS OF AN AUCTIONEER: 

RINSLAl"lD'S RECOLLECTIONS 

continued from cover -

him and his auction. I probably based my first catalog using his 
as a model. (Incidentally, I still have Twain's marvelous letter 
framed in my bedroom and salute it every morning - honestlyQ 

Always wanting to find a vocation that would allow me to 
work at home and be my own boss, I decided to try an auction. 
So, with an accumulation of my own items I put out my first auc
tion in August of 1964. I purchased a Sears mimeograph machine 
and rolled off four pages with 197 items, representing all types of 
collectibles. The four pages made stacks of 150 each. My wife, 
son, mother, and I made 150 turns around a card table to collate 
and staple. After folding and addressing to potential bidders 
whose names were taken from collector-magazines, we mailed it 
out. Immediately I began listing Catalog #2 while awaiting the 
results of # 1, and so on it went. 

The process of printing by mimeograph ended with my ninth 
auction. I had searched for and found a printer for the tenth auc
tion, and this G.I. buddy did every auction thereafter up to the final 
#94 (November 23, I 981) at which point the business was sold. 

The first political item I listed was "The Voter's Textbook" by 
James H. Hiatt, 1868, with an estimated value of $10. Next, a lot 
of three Democratic National Convention tickets, estimated 
value $3. The highlight of political listings was a collection of 350 
pinbacks from the 1912 campaign which appeared in Catalog 60, 
December 28, 1974. A local lady from our rural farm area phoned 
and said she heard I was knowledgeable on political memorabil
ia. She said she found a shoe box in her attic containing a num
ber of political pins probably placed there by her grandmother. 
She showed them to a dealer who offered her $200. She hesitat
ed and contacted a local antique dealer who referred her to me. 
We set up an appointment and she laid out her "trinkets" on my 
kitchen table. My dazzled eyes immediately recognized that so 
many were unknown and obviously very rare. She offered to sell 
them to me for $300. I told her she could get far more than that 
if she would be willing to go the way of an auction. She finally 
agreed to consign the pins. Needless to say, the collection 

-The "hub of the auction universe" ... 
George and Peggy in their famous basement 
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Getting one of these in the mail was something to look forward to! 

caused considerable excitement and frantic bidding among col
lectors. The A.P.1.C. sent a photographer to photograph the col
lection for their records. At the conclusion of the auction when 
payment was due the consignor, we called her and asked if she 
would like to pick up the check personally. We met her at the 
door and asked her what she thought the amount of her payment 
would be. First she said $600, then $800. When we gave her the 
check, she was in complete shock and surprise exclaiming "Now 
we can send our daughter to college." The collection sold for 
over $16,000. The first thing her husband asked was "do I have 
to pay tax on this?" 

Nowadays, in the information age, collectors are faced with 
a wide range of resources and activities. There are countless 
lixed-price catalogs issued in all fields. Every collecting disci
pline has its own club and newsletter. Specialty shows abound. 
Mail auction catalogs are commonplace and most are headed 
onto the internet. Prior to starting the "Americana Mail Auction" 
in 1964, there were about seven full-time dealers and about five 
auction houses that sold autographs and important manu
scripts. The "National Society of Autograph Collectors" was 
founded in 1948. (foday it is known as "The Manuscript Society" 
and has over 1,800 members.) I believe the astounding increase 
in collecting activity is due to the awakening interest in tl1e his
tory of this nation following the Second World War and the pro
found changes in society spurred on by a sense of pride in the 
accomplishments of our past. I take exception to the statement 
"It's not what an autograph means anymore, it's what it's worth." 

My first nine auctions included all types of collectibles and 
historical items. I wanted to diversify mainly because I was inter
ested in everything historical and wanted to be a "know it all." 1 
always had a keen interest in history and literature and fancied 
myself becoming an author at age 16, being enamored with 
Hemingway and Maugham. (Maugham sent me a signed "Thank 
you" note in reply to a birthday card. I still have it and still read 
Maugham in first editions.) 

With my tenth auction, 1 began to include some photos and 
sketches to supplement the descriptions. I used a Polaroid on a 
tripod for larger subjects, such as the time I donned a Union uni
form. The smaller political pinbacks were pinned to a cardboard 
or cloth approximately 8 x 12" and the camera was placed over
head on a metal stand mounted with lights. The photo was then 
blown up to the size corresponding to the typed descriptive 

continued page 5 
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BRUCE'S BONANZA. • • 
THE MARKENS COLLECTION 

continued from cover -

I began the familiar trip north on the Pennsylvania and New 
Jersey turnpikes. It was a warm, pleasant, Spring day and as I got 
closer to the Newark exit, my expectations grew. There is noth
ing so strong in the hunt for collectible objects as the expecta
tion of a great find. 

My contact and I met in front of the Newark Public Library. 
How ironic it was to meet at the great Borglum bronze of Lincoln 
seated next to his stovepipe hat. Hurriedly we rushed down the 
street to his friend's office. There we met a nervous gentleman, 
his travel bags on the floor near the door, coat over his arm, anx
iously looking at his watch. He hardly gave us a greeting before 
he demanded an immediate offer for his Lincoln collection. 

Even though I was still comparatively young, I had grown up 
in the antique business and had been buying and selling rare 
documents from the time I was live years old. (My first auto
graph purchase was from Mabel Zahn at Sessler's Book Shop io 
Philadelphia in 1948. It was an ALS of President James Garfield 
for which I paid her $12.00 - filty-cents down and twenty-five 
cents per week. I sold it for $15.00 two weeks later and paid off 
my debt several months earlyO 

Looking across this vast expanse of books and papers, I 
knew It would be impossible to give a fair evaluation in a 
moment or two. I told this to the owner and asked for more time 
to study it, but he wanted nothing more than to rid himself of 
this "dreadful responsibility" and be on his way. L wrote out a 
check for everything I had in the bank which was less than 
$2,000. For this meager sum I acquired one of the most impor
tant, original, untouched, Lincoln archives ever found, the Isaac 
Markens Collection of Abraham Lincoln memorabilia. 

Markens was an incredible person. A newspaper journalist, he 
did not have the staff or writing assistants that most historical writ
ers enjoy. Instead, he ploddingly did his own research from news
paper files and other original source material, actually befriending 
and writing to the original players from the time of the Civil War. 

He wrote numerous pamphlets that covered a wide range of 
Lincolniana. His small treatise on the Gettysburg Address titled 
"Lincoln's Masterpiece" remains a paragon of historical 
research. An article on the case of John Yeates Beal is another 
worthy production. But the connecting thread of his lifelong 
work was Lincoln's association with the Jews. Throughout his 
writings and research we see a recurring theme - he even hints 
that Lincoln had a Jewish heritage! 

The original source material accumulated by this pioneer 
Lincoln scholar was tremendous. Over the years he had gained 
the confidence and friendship of Lincoln's only surviving son, 
Robert Todd Lincoln. In the Markens archive were seventy-eight 
letters spanning forty years until Robert Lincoln's death in 1926. 
Ln these letters we get a wonderfully intimate view of Abraham 
Lincoln through the eyes of his son. For instance, we find out 
that his lather never wore shoes, only boots. He never used a 
cane although people had given him hundreds of them as gilts. 
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And he hardly drank any hard liquor, only an occasional toast. 
Robert Todd Lincoln could not answer Markens' questions about 
the possibility of Jewish ancestry in the Lincoln family, an asser
tion Markens was never able to prove although he wrote a pam
phlet on the President's religious beliefs. (See: Isaac Markens, 
Abraham Lincoln and the Jews, New York, 1909; and Abraham 
Lincoln, His Religion, New York, 1926.) 

Markens did not pressure his correspondents. but gently 
prodded them for information. When he asked Robert Todd 
Lincoln a question, he was always given a pol!te answer. He final
ly asked him for an example of his father's writing and was sent 
an original speech welcoming the ambassador from Nicaragua to 
the United States in 1861, all in Lincoln's hand! This particular 
piece was the first item I saw in the collection, teetering upon a 
leaning pile of Lincoln biographies, !n a well-worn frame. 

In addition to the letters of Robert Todd Lincoln (currently 
owned by the Illinois State Historical Society) and the speech, 
there were hundreds of other letters of Civil War personalities. 
Markens had located Samuel Bland Arnold, one of the assassina
tion conspirators, who had been imprisoned and eventually par
doned by Andrew Johnson in 1869. Although a reluctant corre
spondent, Markens sol!cited information lrom him otherwise not 
known. In one letter, Arnold exclaimed that he had never cast 
eyes on John Surratt (another conspirator who supposedly plot
ted with Booth in his mother's boarding house) until he saw him 
during his trial. Markens even asked for and received a signed 
photo of Arnold, the only one I have ever seen. I sold this series 
of letters in my second catalog in 1966. 

Driving back that evening in a truck full of the Markens 
archive, I realized that this would be one of the greatest thrills I 
would ever have in business. I still have much of the old histori
an's source material, books, and pamphlets, which have been 
put to good use over the years researching other finds. Although 
many fine collections and individual great letters have found 
their way into my hands, the Markens library and manuscript 
archive will always stand out as one of the most significant. I was 
imbued with thoughts of Abraham Lincoln and the Civil War for 
weeks afterwards - how I eventually passed that physics exam 
remains a mystery. iv,-, 

For Sale: 
Wonderful folk art oil, 16 x 
20" (26 X 22" framed). 
Entitled "Pres. Abraham 
Lincoln Saves the Flag,• this 
fine work was painted by folk 
artist Rev. Richard P. 
Cooper. Rev. Cooper lives 
on a small farm in Western Pennsylvania - his works have 
been exhibited In seven museums and university collec
tions as well as the Smithsonian. He Is represented by 
such galleries as The American Folk Heritage Gallery in 
New York City. Reverend Cooper is offering this work to 
any interested Rail Splitter for $500, which includes the 
frame and shipping. Contact Rev. Cooper at: R.D. 1, Box 
201, Creekside, PA 15732 or by calling 724-397-2839. 
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GEORGE RINSLAND, Co~T. 

sheets, Inserted ln lhe right place, then sent to the printer. 
As to political Americana which became my first interest, I joined the 

AP.LC. becoming an early member and lL5ed their roster to obtain bidders. 
From then on I joined every club and organiullion and read every newsletter, 
working at building allst of consignors and bidders. This was a mt& and top 
priority. I sent catalogs to every institution and musann in the country, 
always writing a persooaJ letter and en<hiiag a se!f.acldressed envelope, end
ing with "I would be grateful for a reply as to your needs and wants. Let's talk 
hlstory." I also wrote and sent ca~ to the Smithsonian and local hlstorical 
societies throughout the nation. 

Charles Hamilton and a Mr. Pederson of the Smithsonian 
were the first to reply to my first catalog. Both commented cor
rectly on my description of a Sitting Bull signed document. What 
a shock to find out I had the wrong Sitting Bull! Both wrote •'You 
have the wrong Silting Bull. Yours was 20 miles north on that 
date." From then on, I verified every description with facts - 1 
don't recall missing the mark again. 

Hamilton was a true friend, especially when I told him I was 
from Scranton, Pennsylvania. He married a Scrantonian and we cor
responded on the town and Harvey's Lake area where, as he said In 
his letters, ·1 was happiest ever at that time and recall with fond 
memories that Wyoming Avenue restaurant and the vaudeville acts 
at the Capitol Theater." Hls advice to me proved invaluable. 

l did not advertise in "Hobbies" or "Antique Trader" or simi
lar publications as many collectors and dealers do today. I pre
ferred to blanket the roster lists of every organization I belonged 
to, sometimes adding a personal note pointing out a certain lot I 
deemed essential to a person's collection. I once did a survey on 
this and the response was minimal, yet I continued to do it as a 
service. Those that replied with a "thank you" note received spe
cial consideration of never having to pay for a subscription. 

I never considered myself as a true collector or dealer per 
se, but a mail auctioneer. I never bought an item out of my auc
tion no matter how tempting. Many times I held history In my 
hand and drooled over it as I read the contents, such as Robert 
E. Lee's handwritten reply to the Texas units' plea to return 
home, urging them to stay and augment "our decimated ranks." 
(This same letter I discovered years later was illustrated in a 
l 930's catalog and listed for$ I 7.50). How about .Jeff Davis' note 
to Beauregard dated early April 1865 ... "What is the situation? I 
must know. I prefer you hold on." (This one I owned, having dis
covered it among a batch of letters I bought at a flea market!) 

My ninety-eight catalogs represented a diversity of col
lectibles divided into ten to fifteen categories or headings listed 
in the "Table of Contents." I described and gave a range of value 
on each item in accord with my experience in handling similar 
pieces, the few available pr.Ice guides, similar offerings in other 
catalogs, and a feeling as to scarcity. (Today price guides 
abound and updated guides should be on every dealer's and col
lector's shelf. Keep in mind, though, that content is a unique fac
tor with each documenl and letter.) 

The only section in my catalogs not written and priced by 
me was the newspaper section. I left that to two of the leading 
dealers In that field who suggested that I handle their wares. On 
this subject I might add that a lady in South Carolina sent In a 
Civil War newspaper, "The Vicksburg Gazette," in a period wrap-

s 

per bearing a soldier's address and Confederate postage stamp. 
I had seen similar fakes so I checked this item against the iden
tUication form supplied by the Smithsonian and it met all the cri
teria for an original. This was the famous last issue of the 
"Vicksburg Gazette" with comments printed on the last page by 
Union soldiers who found the unfinished Issue on the press! I 
could never understand the use of the Confederate stamp, but it 
fetched an astounding price and the consignor was very 
pleased. Two other newspapers show the inconsistency of bid
ders on the value of collectible Items: I found a newspaper with 
the headline "Hughes Defeats Wilson" and placed it beside a 
"Dewey Defeats Truman." I valued the Hughes paper double the 
Dewey believing it the scarcer of the two, but the opposite 
occurred - Hughes $12, Dewey $85. 

Abraham Lincoln has become lhe ultimate in the collecting 
world and lor good reasons, but it was not always so. The 
renewed interest in our Civil War after World War II brought 
Lincoln to the forefront as the leader who saved the Union and 
thus united the nation. I can recall being offered a Lincoln 
endorsement by a stamp dealer in 1948 for $12, then SJ0, but 
instead I spent my money on a Cape of Good Hope triangle 
stamp. In retrospect, this reflected my inexperience and lack of 
interest in the Civil War. In the S0's and 60's there was a renewed 
awareness of Lincoln as a leader and books and television pro
gran1s on the conflict began to appear. Lincoln's election as pres
ident on a platform which denied the extension of slavery to new 
states and territories precipitated the conflict, but his states
manship saved the Union, thus freeing the slaves. The turmoil of 
the civil rights movement and realization of Lincoln's dream made 
the Great Emancipator more Interesting and far more collectible. 

The pace of collecting Lincoln was slowed somewhat by the 
number of forgeries on the market mainly by Eugene Field, 
Weissburg, and Cosey. I was fortunate to have available splen
did books and the expertise of Charles Hamilton, Mary 
Benjamin, and others who were willing to offer lree advice and 
encouragement. I handled a lot of Lincoln memorabilia other 
than autographs, especially related items such as photos, cam
paign pins. ferros, and posters. (I still own a large framed litho
graph of Lincoln from the 1860 election!) I recall listing a penned 
note from Lincoln relating to his son Tad. It read "Shoe Tad's 
horse for him. A. Lincoln." It was consigned with a newspaper 
article which detailed the reason for the note. Tad wanted to 
ride his horse, but the groom stopped him from doing so 
because a shoe was missing. Tad stormed into Lincoln's study 
and obtained this very note. 

I still recall this salesman who used to stop at our home and 
consign all sorts of collectibles, particularly material related to 
Lincoln. He said his route took him from Allentown to 
Binghampton and he always took side trips to the small villages 
off the main road called the "Lackawanna Trail." I was familiar 
with the area. My uncle and aunt owned "The Summit Tea Room" 
at New Milford, Pennsylvania (the Endless Mountains). Acting 
on thls information, I read the History of Susguehanna County 
by Mrs. Blackmar, a fascinating account with maps and details of 
early history. I visited most of the hamlets with their country 
stores and purchased numerous items for my auction including 
eight Lincoln ferros for $8. This was apparently one place the 
salesman missed! Looking through Stuart Schneider's recent 
book Collecting Lincoln with Values. I recall numerous items list-
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ed in my catalogs: the 1858 unsigned 
photo by Cole or Butler, the stereoview, 
the Gardner photo of the 1862 meeting 
between Lincoln and McClellan at 
Antietam, numerous CDV's, the 1876 
needlepoint, a lock of Lincoln's hair with 
provenance, the five issues of the New 
York Times (black-bordered) announcing 
the death of Lincoln, a Lincoln campaign 
songster, etc., etc. 

An Interesting anecdote comes to 
mind regarding the consignment of a flag 
that was draped over the casket of 
George Washington. A teller at a local 
bank said he had this flag handed down 
from an ancestor who was a general dur
ing the Revolutionary War and the only 
Catholic pallbearer at Washington's 
funeral. His only confirmation was a cer
tified record of his family history predat
ing the Revolution. I suggested he allow 
me to show the flag which was approxi
mately 8 x 16' of material and confirmed 
to be of the period by the Valley Forge 
Museum. We decided on a value of 
$25,000, but he was willing to take $10,000 
less commission. My meeting with seven 
elderly directors at the Valley Forge 
museum was memorable. When I dis
played the flag, they were as excited as 
kids getting a lollipop. One exclaimed 
"We'll place it in the case with 
Washington's uniform." After an hour or 
so of discussion, they suggested I leave 
the flag and certification in their posses
sion, giving me a signed statement of 
intent. as they needed time to bring the 
proposal before a board meeting and 
receive official confirmation at a suggest
ed price. A week later I received a phone 
call informing me that the board turned 

down the purchase due to "insufficient delivered. It was a pleasure to see the 
documentation." I drove to Valley Forge Northern items again: books, miner's 
to retrieve the flag. The owner suggested scales, Yukon souvenirs, etc., some of 
I send the Item to a New York auction which I listed in my auctions. This is how 
house where it fetched $8,000. One could I met a very interesting doctor who was a 
only imagine what it would bring today - member of the 1926 Byrd Expedition. 
and 1 never received my commission. This doctor phoned me one evening and 

Once, I appraised a large political said he collected Arctic and Antarctic 
Americana collection for the widow of a items and wished to consign some mater-
bidder in my auction. I drove to Bedford, ial. However, he wanted me to visit him to 
a town in western Pennsylvania, looking look over his collection. As he lived just 
forward to seeing again many of the 20 miles from my cousin at Plainville, 
excellent items he purchased from my Connecticut, I told my wife "We need a 
auctions. She had everything laid out in vacation in Connecticut." I was able to 
several rooms - I felt I was entering a spend two wonderful days at the doctor's 
major exhibition. Such an assortment of stone mansion - a museum of men1orabil-
Western Pennsylvania documents, docu- la and stuffed arctic animals, including a 
ments relating to the Whiskey Rebellion, huge polar bear. It took three auctions to 
Lincoln political banners, loads of ferros, disperse this collection including his stuffed 
pins, ribbons. etc., at least 4,000 items! penguin, a "Shooting of Dan McGrew" signed, 
For five hours I jotted down values and scrimshaw, and nwnerous signed reports by 
attached notes with prices to many of the Byrd- everything but the polar heal: 
major pieces so she had a clear idea as to One morning, at our home in 
the most valuable. We had one break Scranton, the doorbell rang and I was met 
when she served tea and toast. To me it by an elderly gentleman with my catalog 
was fun and I recognized many of the in his hand. "Where's the auction?" he 
items purchased in my auctions with said. I invited him in and explained that it 
notes of cost attached. I did not mention was a mail auction. He was interested in 
any remuneration but said I hoped she toys, iron banks, trains O sold him a 1924 
would consider my auction if she wished Ives complete), stamps, and numismatic 
to receive "top dollar." I recall the final material. 1 showed him my workshop in 
appraised figure of the collection was tbe basement filled with all types of col-
$47,000. Before leaving she thanked me lectibles - even some hanging from the 
and gave me three shoe .,.....,,...----;-.,...,.-,,,,...,,.., ceiling. He was impressed, especially 
boxes which contained 
early postcards and adver
tising cards. (This had been 
an eventiul day topped off 
by my getting a speeding 
ticket from a state trooper.) 
A few months later, at an 
A.P.I.C. meeting, I men
tioned to a dealer that I 
appraised "so & so's" col
lection and he said "Don't 
you know? It was sold to 
three dealers including me 
before you appraised it?'' I 
am certain you can imagine 
what I was thinking. 

I was on Attu in the • 
Aleutians and Alaska during 
World War Two a few months after V-J 
Day. I became interested in Far North his
tory and regularly haunted the few book 
shops in Anchorage. When leaving for 
home, we were allowed to ship a foot
locker of mementos. Six months after my 
arrival in Scranton, the footlocker was 
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when he learned that my mom was a hardcore Republican and 
loathed FDR as he did. I was soon invited lo visit this gentle
man's estate in New Jersey. I felt like a kid -he showed me a barn 
full of circus memorabilia, cages, calliopes, wagons, model T 
Fords, a 1928 Packard roadster, etc. He even had a special build
ing constructed as a train station loaded with railroad items. 
Another building housed just his toys, iron banks, and such. 
Trust me, I could go on and on. He had been with a financial insti
tution in the 1920's before the Crash and had a great numismat
ic collection. One day, he came to our home carrying a large 
paper bag and dumped its contents onto the kitchen table. I saw 
hundreds of bills in U.S. currency including a $10,000 bill in 
deformed condition, printed upside down and overprinted with 
a portion or a dollar bill. He said that he became acquainted with 
a gentleman at the government printing office and he traded reg
ular notes for the deformed ones. He reasoned that in time, they 
would be of greater value as a collectible - pretty smart. 

One time, I was informed by mail that a dealer was shipping 
some toys and iron banks from England. I received notice from 
Philadelphia that three crates had arrived at the docks and I 
should pick them up. I drove to the office with a manifest and a 
gentleman showed me three large wooden crates. With a sly 
smile he said it would take 24 hours for the paper work "but...", 
so I took the hint and shelled oul $75 and he stamped the mani
fest. "Now," he said, "how are you going to take these back in 
that carr It cost me $225 for his brother-in-law with a helper to 
haul the boxes to Allentow. which they helped unload and place 
in the garage. I sold as much as I could in three auctions and sold the 
rest to my Jersey friend at the going price as listed in the "Bank and 

Toy Society's Price Guide." That proved to be a great deal. 
I always tried to pinpoint a buyer for a consigned iten1 or 

something I had purchased. I wrote countless letters and made 
many phone calls on a regular basis. It was time-consuming. I 
thought it important to keep a notebook to assist in making a 
match. But such strategies didn't always work. For instance, 
once I purchased twelve checks signed by Lindbergh payable to 
the Ryan Company, including the bank statement for parts used 
in the ''Spirit of St. Louis." I phoned the president of the 
California bank that issued the checks and inquired if he was 
interested in buying them, pointing out the possible use for 
advertising: "Lindy Banked Here!" He didn't even ask a price, say
ing "Not interested!" and hung up. I also received a negative 
reply to a Hoagy Carmichael signed score. I had remembered 
being sent to Indiana University in 1943 for Army Specialized 
Training. There was a popular small restaurant off-campus called 
"The Book Nook" which all the students patronized. I recalled a 
booth with a brass plaque inscribed "Hoagy Carmichael 
Composed 'Stardust' Here." I placed a phone call and spoke with 
the owner who turned clown the Item. All this material did sell in 
my auction, with the Lindy checks appearing in numerous other 
auctions and catalogs for the next live years at skyrocketing prices. 

As noted with my treasured Clemens letter, autographs have 
always been special to me. In my ramify album, there is a signed 
note to my father which reads "To Phil Rinsland - The best time
keeper in the fight game. Benny Leonard." This lad, one of the 
few Jewish boxers, is still considered one of the best to ever 
enter the ring. My first in-person autograph was Johnny 
Vandermeer of the "Scranton Miners." He was so wild a pitcher 
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that spectator attendance was up as fans 
wanted to boo and watch the ballers 
jump out of the way. Vandermeer went on 
to become the only pitcher with back-to
back no-hitters. My next autograph was 
Helen Twelvetrees - an early actress that 
I admired. During World War II, I stood in 
a long, long line to enter the New York 
Stage Door Canteen, a dingy, crowded 
place. I danced with Helen and obtained 
her autograph on the floor. Unfortunately. 
she committed suicide in 1953. 

I don't recall handling any bogus 
Lincoln items In my auctions nor any that 
caused controversy. I was able to recog
nize Cosey and other forgers from 
Hamilton and Mary Benjamin's books; 
however, I did consult with Hamilton if 
any doubt arouse and he always obliged. 
(1 once had a 2-page letter I thought was 
written by Edgar Allen Poe and sent Bud 
a copy. He analyzed it in a 4-page letter 
back to me pointing out his reasoning for 
which I was grateful. Only once did he 
miss the mark in declaring an item bogus. 
On further research I found the Item 
quoted in a book and sent the copy back 
to him with my findings. He replied "I 
must have been drunk!") 

One time, I received a phone call and 
a voice exclaimed "This is the Texas 
Rangers." I sure was startled. "What can I 
do for you?" l replied. He went on about 
the Austin, Texas heist of documents and 
wanted to know if I had items consigned 
by a suspect they had In mind. I said pos
sibly. He told me that the Austin Library 
had been looted and they were tracking 
down the culprit and wanted the return 
to his office of all stolen items. He could
n't provide a list (the library never kept a 
record of their holdings). He gave me his 
address and said to forward the lots to 
him which I did, dropping a note to the 
consignor to the effect that I could not 
list his Items. I figured this statement was 
appropriate and awaited his response. I 
never heard from him again. although I 
heard he went to Australia. This created 
a problem for me as I had to draw a line 
through the descriptions of these Items 
in 2,500 catalogs plus the back cover 
which illustrated a scarce signed order 
by Austin. Last year, I read an article on 
this heist, but no mention was made if 
anyone was ever convicted. 

One evening I received a phone call 
from a remarkable woman in Kansas who 
had received my catalog and wanted to 

consign. She said her hobby was attend
ing garage and farm sales, flea markets, 
and such. She liked to buy odds and ends 
of memorabilia. She didn't want to write 
with descriptions, but just send the mate
rial with my option to discard anything I 
couldn't use. I agreed and thus began a 
long and extraordinary relationship with 
fantastic. unusual consignments. She 

sent boxes upon boxes of outlandish and 
mostly saleable items including a huge 
chair used by Walt Disney in 1922 with 
certified papers, an odd-shaped globe 
from the red light district of New Orleans, 
cattle branding Irons, pistols and rifles of 
the Civil War period, a Union uniform 
with letters, medals, and documents of 
the period, slave irons and documents, 
early baseball bats and mitts, loads of 
cameras and photos, etc. It was a plea
sure to open each of her shipments. On 
one occasion, she drove up to our home 
completely unannounced, having made 
the trip from Kansas driving a truck with 
a two-wheeler behind loaded with twen
ty-six boxes of consignments! It was a 
shock I'll never forget. She was in her 60's 
with a Georgian drawl - the spunkiest 
person my wife and I ever met. She was 
dog-tired, but Insisted on helping to 
unload the material, much of it still 
lncrusted with cow manure. She stayed 
three days and was a joy to be with. 
Regretfully, when I sold my auction, she 
wrote me that neither the new owner nor 
Charles Hamilton nor any of the New 
York auction houses would take her con
signments under the special arrange
ment I had with her. What a shame. As a 
reminder of this lovely lady, I have a 50-
pound Civil War cannonball as a 
doorstop at our cabin In the Endless 
Mountains - she insisted I keep it when I 
remarked as to the weight in shipping. 

I met many life-long friends in this 
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field. One was Seymour Moss. The first 
time I entered his shop in Philadelphia, I 
was amazed at the array of collectibles 
displayed, especially politicals. I intro
duced myself and he said "You're that fel
low with that little auction io the Dutch 
country." While talking, I noticed four 
framed political prints on the wall. I told 
him that I knew a lady in Illinois who 
would buy them and will phone her if he 
set a price, which he did. I rung her up 
and sold the prints. Seymour insisted I 
take the prints and send him the money 
less commission which I did. Seymour 
was a character and a showman. I recall 
one day at his shop he went outside and 
threw a glass plate into the air and jug
gled it on the tip of a cane, doing mps to 
the amazement of bystanders and even 
stopping traffic. "This is how I attract 
customers," he said. I always bugged him to 
attract more customers by having go-go 
dancers perform In the large display win
dows above his shop! 

Through the years, I met, corre
sponded with, received consignments 
from, and sold Lincolnlana to almost 
everyone: Lloyd Ostendorf. the Lattimer 
family. Malcolm Forbes, King Hostlck, Ken 
Rendell, and my dear friends Mr. & Mrs. 
Justin Turner. It was always an excuse to 
reflect on our greatest president and share 
a common love with good friends. I can 
only hope for the same of today's young 
dealers and auctioneers. ~ 
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NEW YORK CITY'S TRIUMPllAL FAREWELL TO ABRAHAM LINCOLN 

The Image Captured in a Glass Slide 
Martin C Carlino 

"When the gilded top of the temple surmounting the hearse 
was seen in the distance along the line of the march, there was a 
general pushing and crowding in the dense throng on the side
walks for good positions. At Its nearer approach a simultaneous 
hush see.med to come over the entire crowd; the men reverently 
lifted their hats, and all eyes, many of which were moist with 
tears, were fastened on the hearse and coffin from the time of its 
appearance till it passed out or sight." (William T. Coggeshall, The 
Journeys of Abraham Lincoln: From Springfield to Washington 1861, 
As President-Elect: And From Washington to Springfield, /865, As 
Presidelll Martyred. Published for the Benefit of the Ohio Soldiers' 
Monument Fund by the Ohio State Journal. Columbus, 1865.) 

This lantern slide, a photograph enclosed within glass, the 
edges sealed with paper Lape, measures 4 x 3 1/2'" and is labeled 
"New York State Education Department. Division of Visual 
Instruction." The back is labeled "The Lincoln Funeral 
Procession, in New York City. Print in collection of F. H. Meserve 
New York. Negative #3649." In 1902, Frederick Hill Meserve pur
chased from the H. T. Anthony Studio 15,000 Mathew Brady glass 
negatives, seven of which were of Lincoln (a story Carl Sandburg 
loved to relate). At that time, at the turn of the century, each 
state specialized in various methods of administrating media for 
instruction. New York State's Division of Visual Instruction col
lected and distributed lantern slides. In contrast, St. Louis con
centrated on exhibits and the distribution of object material. 
The popularity of lantern slides spanned 50 years from 1870 to 
1920. This slide dates from between 1910 and 1920. 

This image of the great Lincoln funeral in New York City was 
taken at 768 Broadway on Tuesday, April 25, 1865 shortly after 2 
PM. The cortege was in front of a building adver
tising "Imported Saddlery" and uDr. Palmer's 
Arms & Legs." The next building (which is not in 
this photo) is the C. D. Fredricks' Photographic 
Studio at 770 Broadway. A sign in front of the 
Fredricks' studio proclaimed: "In sorrowing tears 
the nation's grief is spent, Mankind has lost a 
friend, and we a President." At the time, Mathew 
Brady's studio was located at 785 Broadway near 
10th, a block away from Union Square. This was 
Brady's largest and last studio in NYC. It is possi
ble that this image was taken by Mathew Brady 
or his assistant. 

On this Spring day, the sun was shining and 
there was a gentle breeze. The entire city was 
blackened with crepe, and there was an ever pre
sent tolling of bells and the booming of minute 
guns. The funeral procession began at 2 PM from 
City Hall where Lincoln had lain in state in the 
rotunda opposite the principal entrance to the 
Governor·s Room the previous 24 hours. rt pro
ceeded up Broadway to 14th Street, across 14th 
to Fifth Avenue, up Fifth Avenue to 34th, across 
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34th to Ninth Avenue and the Hudson River railroad depot. 
Flanked on all sides of the [uneral car were the New York Seventh 
National Guard Regiment. Nicknamed the "Gray-Clad" because of 
the color of their uniforms, this was the very regiment that had 
saved the nation's capital in 1861. The Seventh wore the same 
uniforms they had worn then. An estimated 100,000 men and sol
diers marched in the funeral procession, and one million specta
tors witnessed this heartbreak. With the dense crowds, every 
available spot along the procession route was taken (even the 
trees were occupied); a good window view of the cortege could 
have cost as much as $100. The funeral car, an elegant work of 
art, was built and created by Peter Relyea, the official undertak
er for the remains of Abraham Lincoln while in New York City. 

00 The main platform was fourteen feet long, eight feet wide, 
and fifteen feet in height. Above the dais was an elegant canopy, 
supported by four columns, and sum10unted by a miniature 
Temple of Liberty. The platform was covered in black cloth, 
which fell at the sides nearly to the ground, and was edged with 
silver bullion fringe. The car was driven by sixteen gray horses. 
covered with black cloth trimmings, each led by a groom .. ." 
(David T. Valentine, Obsequies of Abraham Lincoln in the City of 
New York. Edmund Jones & Co., 1866.) 

At half-past three the hearse reached the Hudson River rail
road depot. Commenting on the Great Lincoln Funeral in New 
York City the next day, the New York Herald said "The great pro
cession of yesterday was different from all others, it was differ
ent because it came from the heart." Reports of the extravagant 
funeral in New York City drove upcoming cities on the funeral 
route into a frenzy. How could they outdo New York City? 0--
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LETTERS 
:fib EDITOR 

Dear Rail Splitter: 

I ran across an article in the 1981 American Philatelic Congress 
Yearbook that might prove to be a useful lollow-up to Peter 
Schwartz' "Johnson's Box" article which appeared in the last issue 
of 171e Rail Splitter. The author, Robert Stets, reprinted an article 
written in 1915 by Alfred F. Henkels who claims to have known Mr. 
Johnson personally. and In which he describes the usage of the 
labels. According to Mr. Henkels, these labels were, in fact, adver
tising labels placed on letters and packages mailed from Mr. 
Johnson's letterbox. Hope this answers some lingering questions! 

Robert Razael 
Baltimore. MD 

+ 
Dear Rail Splitter. 

The Lincoln-Douglas spoon which Thomas Butler wrote 
about in the April 1998 Rail Splitter had me wondering when I 
acquired mine last year in Gettysburg. It wasn't until I had visi
tors from Quincy, nlinois, U1al the mystery was solved. They tell 
me that the silver plate dinnerware was used in the Lincoln· 
Douglas Hotel which still stands on the square in Quincy but had 
been rehabilitated in 1982 and is quite a site to see. Punch bowls 
from the hotel are still around the area but not for sale. In con
firming this information with the Historical Society of Quincy 
and Adams County, I found that the hotel was built in 1931 and 
was active until 1969. It was part of a chain run by the 
Schimmel's and an "S" should appear on the reverse of the spoon 
to indicate this relationship. They also had hotels in Galesburg 
and Springfield, Illinois, as well as other places. I have also seen 
matchbook covers f:rom the hotel as well. 

As to the Albert Pick question, there was an Albert Pick 
Hotel in Rockford, Illinois, but I have no other information. 

George Buss 
Freeport, LL 

+ 
Dear Rail Splilter. 

As a collector of Deloss Barnum's work, I was of course 
interested to see the mention of Perry Gelati's stereo view with 
accompanying illustration (Vol. 3 No. 4). Barnum was a major 
producer of stereo views, first from the Boston area prior to 
1860, producing an important "American Historical Series" 
among other work. He then moved to Brooklyn and eventually 
ended up in poor circumstances in Cortland. His early work is 
found on glazed cream or later yellow mounts, with various 
characteristic blindstamps. At some point he added negative 
numbers to some of the views. He continued to re-issue his ear-

lier views along with new ones on orange mounts, some with the 
Cortland imprint. I believe Perry's copy is such a later issue of 
an earlier view. 1 have this on a gold-yellow mount with Barnum's 
blindstamp - I've assumed it is from the Boston area. The figures 
in back seem not to be the Lincolns. The women are dressed in 
colonial costume, I think for some patriotic celebration. The lit
tle sign over the door between the columns reads "Sherrif 
Office." Hope some readers will have more information. 

Larry Gottheim 
Binghampton. New York 

+ 
Dear Rail Splitter. 

I would like to know where I can find out about photos prinl• 
ed by Frederick Meserve. I have seen a number of these prints 
come on the market. What is the value of these prints compared 
to those printed when they were taken? I would appreciate any 
iniormaLion or references. Thank you. 

Frank Angelastro 
endgame@idt.net 

[Editors: Frederick Hill Meserve (1865-1962) was one of the 
great, early collectors of American photography. The son of a 
Boston Civil War officer. Meserve acquired his first photographs 
in 1897 while illustrating a book about his father's wartime expe
riences. The core of his collection came with the slogle pur
chase of some 10,000 Brady negatives in 1902, a collection he 
added to for many years. Meserve used many of these negatives 
to publish photographs of Lincoln - for quite a few years he pri
vate-published his own "collections" of images that he personal
ly annotated and bound for sale to interested parties. In 1911, 
he published a limited edllion work entitled The Photographs or 
Abraham Lincoln that included lOO different Lincoln-related por
traits. A number of his "sample books" and other collections 
come to the market. Back in 1985 Swann's sold a set for only 
$1,400 - about I/10th what it would command today. All of the 
Meserve photographs are, by definition, later prints. Most are 
silver-prints as opposed to early albumens. The Kunhardt fami
ly, namely the son and grandsons of Meserve, donated the nega
tives to the National Archives to be put with the balance of 
Brady's work already housed in their collection. A well-known 
dealer, Mark Katz, acquired the balance of the Meserve holdings 
from the Kunhardts - which apparently includes several large 
boxes of Meserve's original prints that were never mounted into 
his books. He has been selling these ·unmounted original por
traits" on the E-Bay internet auction. Once again, these are from 
the original negatives but printed forty years after-the-fact. 
What are such photographs worth? Well ... it depends. Some 
command high prices, several hundred dollars, because you 
won't find an original print from the period. Others are only sell
ing for $30-50 because period examples are readily available. 
Given that the negatives are now In the hands of the Federal 
Government, and these were printed from those negatives 
eighty years ago, it is really hard to judge value. Ultimately, that's 
for the market to decide!] 
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Dear Rail Splitter. 

My great-great-grandfather, Israel Buell Starks, had a letter 
signed by Abraham Lincoln giving him permission to go into any 
Civil War camp or battlefield or hospital to preach to the men. The 
letter was stolen from my aunt's house many years ago. I realize 
the person who has it is most likely not the person who stole it 
and while I would like to have the original, I realize that's probably 
quite impossible after all these years. If anyone has this letter or 
knows where it Is, I would still love to have just a copy of It. 

Margaret James 
15445 Cobalt #172 
Sylmar, CA 91342 

+ 
Dear Rail Splitter. 

Thank you and your staff for another wonderful edition of 
The Rail Splilter. I have something that may somehow fit into 
your column featuring favorite Lincoln statues. It is a picture of 
the Lincoln statue from Lincoln Park in Chicago. 

The story of my acquisition of this large (5.5 x 3.75') picture 
in a very old and heavy wooden frame might be considered inter
esting and/or humorous. As Lincoln collectors know, we have an 
interesting personality quirk which makes us collect. We are 
always on the lookout for new and interesting items, and find 
treasure in things which non-collectors (read-spouse) may find 
meaningless. Therefore. you can imagine my poor wife's amaza
ment when the following events occurred. 

Back in August 1992, my wife and I were blessed with our 
second (now we have three) daughter. We were both very happy, 
and I took a week off to help around the house, take care of our 
two-year old and my wife, and spend some time with our new 
addition. One of my duties was to 
attend a Gymboree class with my two
year old. It was held in a very old fac
tory building that had been convert
ed to shops, one being Gymboree and 
another being a historical autograph 
shop. I dropped off my daughter at 
her class, and decided to roam 
around the antique shops and of 
course, the historical autograph 
store. I had walked by it numerous 
times in the past, but always during 
some busy weekend shopping trip 
that rarely contained any leisurely 
shopping time. Now with about a half an hour of free time, I went 
in to check things out. 

As I walked in the door, there standing against the wall star
ing at me was this huge picture. I Immediately thought it was fan
tastic and wondered how I could afford it and where I could put 
it. Placing these rational thoughts away for a moment, I asked 
the proprietor about the picture. It was after all just a picture, so 
what was the story with It? Well, appparently, it was part of some 
deaccessioning from a museum out in Illinois some time ago and 
was just what it looked like, a large picture of the statue of 
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Lincoln from Lincoln Park. There was however a small twist, the 
picture of the statue had been taken just before the statue was 
bronzed. Wow, I still don't know what REAL significance that has, 
but I was sold on it. After a little negotiating, I had a few workers 
help me carry this unwieldy picture out to my truck and after my 
daughter's class ended, we happily headed home to spring the 
great news on mom. 

Well, needless to say, mom was surprised. Apparently our 
home wasn't large enough to hold such a picture and the fact 
that I would build an easel for presentation purposes in our front 
hall didn't go over very well either. I tried to emphasize the fact 
that the photograph was taken before the statue was bronzed, 
but to no avail. I also pushed the fact that it was the statue which 
gave Lincoln Park its namesake, and since my wife was a 
Chicagoan, I really bought it for her. This angle didn't really fly 
with a post-partem mom either. Nevertheless, after some cajol
ing and a little eye rolling, I finally convinced everyone that this 
was my significant piece of Lincolniana and it was going to be 
with us forever. Now, safely within the confines of our home, I felt 
it was safe to prop my Lincoln up against a wall in our living 
room. I was very excited about my new find, and was eager to 
share the experience with our good friends who were visiting 
that very wekend. It was onJy with their insight that I finally real
ized the true significance of my picture. 

Our guests arrived w1suspecting and I laid low about the 
discovery for a while. I decided they should spend a little time 
with the new mom and child and once they seemed ready to 
inquire about how the new dad was feeling, I sprung it on them. 
They seemed quite surprised when I showed them my find, aad 
especially when I told them the photo was actually taken before 
they bronzed the statue! It was at this moment, as my good 
friend examined the frame, that a vital truth was revealed to me. 
"Why Tom, that's interesting, BUT ... I think this frame is sideways. 
and I believe if you lay it on its side (as she proceeded to lay it 

on it's side against the wall), you can 
see that actually you have a photo of 
the Lincoln statue in Lincoln Park 
before it was bronzed and before they 
stood it up!" I was floored - all along I 
knew there was something special 
about my statue, and sure enough it 
was right there under my nose. I have 
submitted a photo of my photo as it 
currently hangs In my new home 
(which had a wall big enough, but was 
five years in coming) and hope it is of 
some interest to fellow Rail Splitters. I 
learned a lot from this experience, 

and I hope that in sharing it with fellow collectors, others can 
avoid making such a common mistake. Remember, keep your 
eyes wide open when treasure hunting because sometimes the 
most ordinary objects may hold hidden significance if you have 
the right angle. 

Thomas O'Mara 
Rumson, New Jersey 

++ 
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In The Markeq~Iace 
E arly American History Auctions of La Jolla, California 

offers Lincolniana on a regular basis. Two catalogs 
issued this past Spring included some 80 such lots 

representing a potpourri of Interests. Two similar hand-col-
ored lithographs of Lincoln, both dating from early in his 
first term, were offered. One by Currier & Ives, the other 
by their Hartford competitor, Kellogg Historically, 
Currier & Ives prints have always been worth a premi
um. In this case, however, the Currier sold for S375 

while the Kellogg realized $430. If you 
studied these catalogs carefully, you could 

also learn the difference between a medal 
"hub" and a medal "die." The hub is a 
raised verlson of a medal used to make 
tho die. The die is the incuse version, 
actually used to strike the medals. 

Who knew? Early American had a 
pair of hubs for a William Key memori-

al medal (the winning bidder could be expected to exclaim 
"Hubba, hubba!"); $630. On the other side of the coin, a obverse 
die for an 40mm. August Frank medal failed to draw bids meet-

ing the reserve (estimate; $400-
600) And finally, a truly hideous 
(hey ... don't take offense, It's Just 
not our taste!) three-dimensional 
bust made of macerated U.S. 
currency ( money that's taken out 
of circulation and shredded) 
brought $490. 

odd Axelrod's Simple 
and Direct Auction of 
March 17th 1998 had a 

"first day cover" with a block 
of four 4-cent stamps honor
ing Llncoln. The stamps were 
inscribed with a quote by 
Lincoln "Those who Deny 
freedom to others Deserve It 
not for themselves " 

N ew York City's Swann Galleries is a major venue in 
the sale of photographs, as well as books and auto
graphs. Their April 6th 1998 auction had this ca. 
1865 albumen print of the Chicago 1--

and Illinois delegations posed outside I 
Lincoln's Springfield home shortly after his 
assassination. The 12 x 15 1/4" print sold 
within estimate for just under $3,000. 

Ironically, the cover was 
signed by J. Edgar __ ..._ ________ ~ 

Hoover. (Did this con
stitute an endorsement 

I 
by J. Edgar?) The win
ning bidder paid 
$172.50 in order to 
add it to his secret file. 
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T radewinds Auctions of 
Manchester-by-the
Sea, Massachusetts 

caters not to the carriage trade, 
but to those with but one leg to 
stand on. In other words, they 
sell canes! Most of their offer
ings are decorative, composed 
of ivory and precious metals. 
Some serve a more utilitarian 
purpose concealing small guns 
or flasks. The April sate con
tained one item billed as a 
"great American Folk Art 
Abraham Lincoln 'hate' cane." 
The hand-carved 36" tall cane 
includes a three-dimensional 
handle in the shape of 
Lincoln's head, save the exag
gerated features commonly 
seen In sterotypical depictions 
of African Americans. The infer
ence of the maker is obvious. 
This unique "artistic" expres
sion was found in the 
Southeast United States 
and dated to the 1860's. 
One of those items 
you either love or 
"hate." it sold for 
only $450 (plus 
10% buyer's). 
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J ack Donahue of Bayside, New York specializes in Civil War memorabilia issuing both auctions and fixed-price cat
alogs. His January 18th auction of a "private collection" included 26 lots of Uncolniana. A 4 x 5 3/4" albumen of 
Leonard Volk in his studio "working" on his bust of Lincoln sold for $800. A Brady CDV of Lincoln (#0-61) was bid 

to $900. A cabinet card of Hannibal Hamlin with a Bangor, Maine imprint, printed after his term of office was a reason-
albe $95. (Don't suppose there are too many Hamlin collectors out there!) r======a 
No buyer's premium charged. 

-·..:.~ .. ............. ---

__ ,..~ 

P 
robably just • _1)"4,,~. • ~Ct 

coincidence. but we've noticed several Lincoln funeral 
"passes" surfacing lately. Hesse Galleries had an 

"Executive Mansion. East" that sold for $1,050. Dan Weinberg 
offered a far scarcer specimen from the "Executive Mansion. 
South" In Catalog 140 for $2,250. And finally, Jack Donahue sold 
a pass to the Lincoln funeral in Albany for an affordable $523. 

T homas Cullen, a bookseller and autograph dealer from upstate New York, 
exhibits at various book shows and issues periodic cataJogs. His last list had 
a group lot for $3,750-a "collection of five manuscript volumes and a man

script map of the Lincoln family of Exeter Township, Berks County, Pennsylvania 
dating principally from the late 18th century." Most of these manuscript books were 
the property of Mordecai Lincoln and consist of account, cypher, and survey books. 
The dates range from 1773-1805. It Is not beleived that the Mortlecal Lincoln 
Involved here Is the same Mordecai Lincoln who was Abraham Lincoln's great
great-grandfather, but Cullen Is confident In a direct "familial connecllOn." 

L Ike many urban auction companies, 
DuMouchelles of Detroit handles a great deal of 
decorative arts and furnishings, reflecting the 

tastes of the "well-to-do." Sometimes, a stray piece 
of Americana creeps in. Their April 18th auction 
offered items from the estate of Coleman Young, for
mer mayor of Detroit. A large folio (18 x 24 ") black 
and white lithograph of "Mjr. Gen. George B. 
McClellan" piqued our interest by virtue of the slo
gan "Liberty! Union! and the Constitution." 
Published by Louis & Goodwin (In 1864, we'd L...:=::=;,,"!!"!!! 

wager). this memento realized $400. 

ston Macek Auctioneers and Appraisers of 
Endwell. New York sold a Lincoln-Washington 
engraved tortoise shell in their April 4th auction 

conducted in Danbury, CT. With nautical and patriotic 

... ,... 

motifs, its origin and purpose remains 
somewhat of a mystery. The auc

tioneer managed to coax a bidder 
"out of his shell" for $192.50. 

A ntique Associates of West 
Townsend, Massachusetts 
is another one of those 
group shops we keep 

referring to. Historically, some nice 
items come out of these co-op's 
should your timing be right. Unlike 
traditional antique centers, you can 

count on having access to every showcase during business 
hours. The mourning broadside depicted here is 17 x 23", has 
some wear and loss at the folds and some light staining. A mem
ber-dealer is asking $1,100. 
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In The Market~lace 
T he Abraham Lincoln Book Shop's last catalog had a 

large assortment of assassination and memorial items. 
Two books in pictorial wraps. detailing the trial and exe
cution of the conspirators, one with a cover portrait of 

Booth, the other with a cover portrait of Mrs. Surratt, were 
tagged at $1,200 and $875 respec
tively. These "paperbacks" are get
ting increasingly difficult to find. 

N ortheast Auctions, 
the powerhouse 
company headed 
by Ron Bourgeault 

up New Hamphire way. sold 
this Lincoln silver-plated 
plaque In shadow-box 
frame last March 7th Price, 
S500 plus 15%. This one 
was patented 1865, but 
we've seen examples for 
Grant and McClellan. 
Anyone know their origin? 
We suppose all date 
from 1864-5. 

esse Galleries of Otego, 
New York conducted a Civil 
War auction on May 9th. 

Included were a decent assort
ment of Lincoln items, both cam
paign and memorial. A non-pictor
ial "Peace Commissioners" nbbon 
on white silk sold for $880. An 
albumen badge suspended by a 
black memorial ribbon from an eagle 
hanger was $520 and a CDV of Capt. 
J. A. Dunton of the 8th VT volunteers 
sporting a Lincoln mourning badge 
on his uniform was hammered down 
for only $154 - quite reasonable in 
our minds. 

R obert Coup, a Leola, 
Pennsylvania dealer who 
handles advertising and 

political memorabilia, issues auc-
tion catalogs several limes a year 
His April sale had one Lincoln 
item, but it was a block-buster. A 3 
x 8 1/2" satin ribbon with black 
portrait and campaign slogans in 
red. ranking as one of the best 
Lincoln ribbons known. A paper 
version was sold privately several 
years ago for S2,500. Betraying 
our age. we can recall seeing a 
fabric version on an early Ben 
Corning sale (if you can remember 
that far back, 
you're ready for "-'t U/r ,.1/ 
S o c i a I ,~t "~ 
Security!). 
Anyhow, this 

T he Baltimore Book Company auction of April 20th (titled "The U.S. Civil War and Photography") 
had a few interesting pieces of Lincolrnana A Currier & Ives hand-colored lilho of "Freedom to the 
Slaves" published ca. 1863 sold for S260. A Lincoln & Hamlin ballot from Ohio with a woodcut por
trait of Lincoln (sometimes referred to as the "Raymond Massey" pose) went to a lucky collector 

example with 
some creasing, 
managed a 
healthy $5,500 
plus 10%. for $220. Guided at $800-1,200, a special State Department presentation copy of The Assassination of 

Abraham Lincoln and the Attempted Assassjnauon of wmam H Seward ,.Expressions of Condolence 
and Sympathy Inspired by These Events. an elegantly-bound limited edition from 1867 realized $850 
plus 10% buyer's. 
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S cott Winslow of Bedford, New Hampshire 
sells autographs, vintage stock certifi
cates, and currency. His "Net Price 

Catalog #110" included several items of note. 
An 1857 Lincoln signed check would require a 
check on your part - $9,500. If that purchase 
would make you "overdrawn," consider three 
different Civil War letters from one "A. J. Grover" to various correspondants commenting on Lincoln's job per
formance. At $900 each, they contain a bounty of pithy reflections. To wit: "Lincoln shall not succeed In putting 
down the rebellion before the close of his term" (written Feb. 28th 1863), ''Lincoln is right at heart and his head 
is right also, but he lacks confidence in himselr and "The House started out to condemn the President tor polit
ical arrests but the resolution was promptly laid on the table." (written Dec. 1, 1862). 

B lue Tiger of Warner, NH had this on their table at the Indianapolis 
Antique Advertising Show on March 21st - a chromolithograph 
sign for "Lincoln Bouquet Cigars." it was offered for $2,200 ... 

price does not include a trip to the humidor for a supply of Macanudo's 
and Cohlbas 1 

numisma
tists, offered a 
rare Lincoln $3 

I Anderson of Troy, 
Ohio has issued 
mail auctions of 

politicals for over twenty 
years. His 106th auction 

ave Arman's 

Collector"~ 
Sales and 

Services auction 
back on December ~ 
9th included a rare 
Lincoln "ABC" plate. ~ 
Imported from -.r 
England, such Items ~ 

in May had a rather nice ~~ 
Stephen Douglas ribbon ~...£'5:-. 

were popular during the 
Civil War and for decades thereafter. 
Specimens were made in both blue and 
black transfer. This black transfer exam
ple sold for an elementary $660. 

on yellow silk inscribed 
"Non-Intervention." The '----~----' 
piece was an aboslute steal going for 
only $1,1001 

C allfornia Book Auction Galleries' "Rne Book and Manuscripts" auction of June 
17th received national coverage, primarilly for one lot... or should we say "lock." 
A well-documented lock of Lincoln's hair, removed during his autopsy by Dr. 
Lyman Todd, a cousin of Mrs. Lincoln, sold for $23,000. Given the size of the 

lock and the perfect provenance, it could be considered a definitive piece for a collector. 

...... 
r .. 

We are pleased to report that it was purchased by a fel
low Rail Splitter from California who is tremendously 
happy with his acquisition. Also on the block: an 1863 
Autograph Endorsement Signed (AES) realized $3,500 
plus 15%. Back in February, this same house (a division 
of Butterfield & Butterfield) sold an archive of docu
ments related to Mary Todd Lincoln's great uncle, 

11 Robert Todd, and, to a lesser extent, her father. The 
group Included a diary, a deed, an indenture, and a draft 
of some military resolutions, most dating from the 
1780's. This somewhat esoteric collection had a $4-,r 

····= ::-:i:-:.,-...:.~.i::"..:i..-:r·.:::-.,_-5,000 estimate but failed to draw bids and was passed. 
~~~.:§:~l:17~:?€"" 

1,,- .. • 4 . ._L ~ 

gold pattern in its 
May 5th auction. (Top) 
This coin dates from 1868 and was the work 
of Boston die-sinker Joseph Merriam - an 
engraver who managed to knock out a 
Lincoln campaign token or two in his time! 
This historic numismatic curiosity sold for 
$5,060. Stack's also Issues a fixed-price list
the most recent includes this "1865" U.S. 
Mint medal (Julian PR-12) for $525. Stack's 
states that ii was not struck until after 1886. 
Nice of them to let us know (really!). 

rian Caplan, a.k.a. "Olde American Collectibles," 
is the CDV man. His fifth auction catalog of 
February 7th had seventeen Lincoln CDV's and 
eleven Booth's! The top lot was a Brady photo

graph of Tad in his uniform. It had a grown-up price of 
$3,191. With minor foxing and some light spots, a neo
phyte might ask about the price. Save for the heavilly 
touched cartes of Lincoln and Tad looking at Brady's 
sample book (often misstated as "reading the Bible") 
and one other pose of the two oppostte one another with 
a table between, portraits of Tad are extremely prohibi
tive. In fact, we know of only 
one other from-life carte of Tad 
coming to the market in the 
past twenty years! For collec
tors who document the 
"Lincoln story" in photographs, 
particularly cartes, Tad plays an 
Integral role. As far as available 
material, this could be consid
ered a "once in a lifetime 
opportunity." 
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In The Marketelace 

S wann's February 5th 1998 sale of "Autographs" included 
a photograph of President Warren G. Harding, Robert 
Todd Lincoln, and House Speaker Joe Cannon, signed by 

all three. It realized a stupifying $3,000. 

R obert A. Siegel Auction Galleries, 
Inc., New York City-based philate

lists, held an auction of "Confederate 
States" material on June 9th that included 
several rare postally-used covers showing 
Jeff Davis "Our First President." One with a 
quote from "Dixie," the Confederate nation
al anthem, found an appreciative audience 
at $1,200 plus 10% buyer's. 

J ulia's of Fairfield, Maine had 
these two nice colored charts in 
their April "Important Rrearms 
Auction." The "MIiitary Portraits" 

was published in 1861. The "Fallen 
Heroes" was published in 1865 after 
the assassination. Sold together as one lot. 
they realized $1,100 plus 15%. 

Larry Gottheim sells "fine 
early photographs" under 
the moniker "Be-Hold." 

His April 30th auction Includ
ed this exquisite carte of 
General David Hunter -
$250. Also to be found was 
this rather uncomplimentary 
carte portrait of Salmon 
Chase - $110. In fact, a col
lector could have •'pieced 
together" a good portion of 
Lincoln's Cabinet in this one 
sale: a Brady CDV of 
Montgomery Blair - $80; 
Caleb Blood Smith (what a 

great middle name!) by Brady -
$85; Gideon Welles by Brady -
$150; Simon Cameron, the 
"Winnebago Chief,'' was $125. 

ppropriately named for this column, Lincoln 
Galleries of Orange, New Jersey held an estate sale 
last April that included this unframed, unsigned 

portrait of a beardless Lincoln. While not a contemporary work, It was clearly accom
plished by a skilled artist. Selling for $3,300, this "Cooper Union" canvas measured 
24 x 35" and came out of a Glen Ridge, New Jersey estate. 

M ax Rambod of Beverly Hills is an autograph dealer with periodic auction catalogs. 
His May 21st sale contained a tree frank envelope addressed lo Edward Baker, 
Lincoln's personal friend In Springfield who became an early casualty of the war. 

The lot failed to reach the minimum bid of $3,300. 
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I n the second catalog issued by the Rhodes Scholar of Upper 
Marlboro, Maryland are listed five Items autographed by Lincoln 
starting from $5,900. What caught our attention was an 1842 ALS 

concerning the payment of legal fees. " ... we would always be easily sat
isfied, provided we could see the money - but whatever fees we earn at 
a distance, if not paid before we have noticed, we never hear of after the 
work is done .. ." While a nice example of a Lincoln legal document, in our 
minds It doesn't stand out as a seminal piece. Nonetheless. if you want 
to add it to your collection, "show·· your money, $75,000, to be precise. 

Bet you 
a penny 

We are so convinced that you 'LI love our sculptural 
reprcxluctions of Abraham Lincoln crafted from works b)' historical 
artisL~ that we'll send you a free sterling silver-plated "Lincoln" 
lapel pin if you request a copy of our new catalog. 

All you need to do is send your name and address along with $3 to 
pay for postage, and we'll give you a silver lapel pin that regularly 
sells for $20. 

We bet you'll not only love the free lapel pin, but that you'll enjoy 
our other Lincoln products as well. 

Stont"Post 
CORPORATION 

RR 2 Box 644, Pu01ey, Vennont 05346 

THE DONALD BENHAM COLLECTION OF LINCOLN IN PHILATELY 

In reply to a letter asking for his autograph, Lincoln replied: "Dear Madam - When you ask a 
stranger for that which is of interest only to yourself, always enclose a stamp." 

The Rail Splitter is pleased to offer at auction the collection of the last active member of the Lincoln Society of Philately, Donald 
Benham. His pursuit of topicals included: regular issues, commemoratives, first day covers, air mails, revenues, plate blocks, 
advertising and political covers, fancy-cancels, foreigns, etc. Anything and everything related to Lincoln! Everything has been 
grouped into approximately 150 lots and will be sold in a Rail Splitter auction at the end of the year. If you are interested in receiv
ing a free catalog for this sale, just send $2 to cover postage - they will be sent out by the end of the summer. 

The Rail Splitter, Post Office Box 275, New York, NY 10044 
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R .M. Smyth of New York City held a 
"Summer Autograph Auction" on June 4th. 

The sale's highlight, an autographed CDV of Lincoln 
(Ostendorf 53-A) was passed at $33,000. A pair of 
copy Images of the execution of the conspirators, 
after Gardner. but printed later, had someone execut-
ing a winning bid of $3,750 plus 15%. 

W es Cowan's May 22nd auction of "Historic 
Americana" included an outstanding selection of 
WIiiiam Henry Harrison material - items from 

the Joseph Dush collection. There were also a great many 
things to appeal to Lincolnphiles. A rare 1861 Inaugural Ball 
invitation (that failed to mention/picture Llncoln} sold for 
$2,900 plus buyer's. (This Is only the second example of the 
1861 invite we know to sell in twenty years ... opposed to the 
jugate 1865 invitation which comes to the market with some 

regularity.) Selections from the Jim Gifford 
collection of campaign torches were also auc
tioned including two different double-swivel 
torches, one a "deluxe" model in brass with 
incused geometric designs (possibly a cere
monial piece) that Iii up the proceedings for 
$880. An unusual CDV of a sign related to the 
assassination mounted in the window of a 
building made it to $715. A rare CDV of 
Lincoln's favorite horse "Bob" was a strong 
closer at $1,540. 

ne Nation Historic Antiques of California held a photographica auction this 
past May. Some of the offerings included: a ninth-plate ambrotype of an 

1860 Lincoln campaign lithograph published by Bufford - $600: a stunning ninth-plate "melainotype" (not one of the known ruby-ambrotypes) of the 1858 
salt print photo attributed to Roderick Cole - $3,100; and what could be argued as the bargain of the shoe department! A CDV of John Wllkes Booth's 
boot, taken from Or. Mudd's home as evidence of the escape - not to mention the apparent complicity of the good Doctor (no, we are not debating the 
point here}-was misidentified in the catalog as "Washington's Boot." It sold for a paltry $110. Somebody's got to be kicking himself for blowing this one! 

R emember When Auctions of Portsmouth, New Hampshire sold 77 lots of Lincoln memorabilia in their March auction. A CDV of "Mary Todd 
Lincoln" posed with her ''two small children" sold for $320 ... we're picturing it so you can determine who got the better of that deal! A vignetted 
image of a portrait by Alexander Gardner taken in February 1865 made $3,600. An albumen portrait badge mounted on red, white, and blue rib
bon (manufactured by Pettibone in Cincinnati with a known McClellan mate) was $1,700. A large, green silk depicting Carpenter's rendering of 

"The First Reading of the Emancipation Proclamation'' was $550. A stereo card by Anthony made a strong $2,800. A lock of Mary Surratt's hair togeth
er with a pass to her hanging was $2,600. And, finally, the classic Breckinridge jugate campaign ticket sold for $660. 
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THE UST LINCOLN PHOTOGRAPH 

Stuart Lutz 

Dr. Ronald Rletveld, a fellow Rail Splilter, Is a professor of histo
ry at the California State University, Fullerton. In 1952, at the age 
of fourteen, he made a discovery that astounded the Uncoln 
community. He found the only known photograph of Uncoln In 
death - the Image that Secretary of War Stanton ordered 
destroyed. For eight decades, It was believed that Stanton's 
wishes were carried out. While casually browsing through the 
papers of Uncoln's secretaries John Nicolay and John Hay at 
mtnols State Historical Ubrary, Ron found an Intriguing Jetter by 
Lewis Stanton, the son of Uncoln's brash Secretary of War. In 
1887, Lewis wrote to John Nicolay about an "enclosed photo
graph." Young Rletveld found the accompanying mysterious 
photograph and. In the process, earned his fifteen minutes of 
fame with appearances In Life and even on television. He 
recently was aDowed to hold the orlglnal for the first time since 
his astonishing discovery. Recently, Dr. Rletveld was kind 
enough to recount this wonderful story for 77le Rail Splilter. 

RS: Dr. Rietveld, please tell us of your background. 

RR: I'm a native of a Dutch community in Pella, Iowa ... I received 
my Ph.D. in history Crom the University of Illinois in 1967 and my 
dissertation discussed the morality of slavery in America. 

RS: How is it that a fourteen year old was in the Illinois State 
Historical Library? 

RR: When I was even younger, I corresponded with Judge James 
W. Bollinger or Iowa. a leading Lincoln scholar. BolUnger's col
lection was donated to the University or Iowa, and they held a 
dedication ceremony in 1951, to which I was invited. The 
University library's curator, Clyde Walton, learned that Bollinger 
and I were corresponding - we represented the oldest and 
youngest Lincoln buffs in the state. At the ceremony. I was Intro
duced to many people, including Dr. Harry Pratt, the Illinois 
State Historian. Dr. Pratt took a liking to me and, after he learned 
of my Lincoln Interest, he graciously invited me to spend some 
time with him and his new bride in the summer of 1952 in 
Springfield, where he worked. On Sunday, July 20, he needed to 
finish some work at the office, so he Invited me to go with him. 

RS: Did Dr. Pratt let you look through Nicolay/Hay Papers? 

RR: Yes. While he was completing his work, he let me look 
through the papers of Nicolay and Hay, donated to the library by 
Hay's daughter in 1943. As I was going through them, one folder 
marked 'X-14' caught my attention, so I opened it. In it was a let
ter from Lewis Stanton, the son of Lincoln's Secretary of War. In 
1887, long after his father's death, Lewis wrote to Nicolay: 'In 
going over my father's papers, I came across this enclosed pho
tograph, possibly it may be of some use to you and Col. Hay, lho 
[sic] I do not think it probable.' When I looked through the 
entire file, I found the photograph. 
RS: Did you know immediately what it was? 

RR: Oh yes. As I looked closer at the photograph, I recognized 
that the man in the coffin was Lincoln. I immediately showed Dr. 
Pratt, who confirmed it was indeed Lincoln in death. 

RS: How did you know it was Lincoln? Were there any expecta
tions or a photograph turning up one day? 

RR: Lincoln's funeral procession to lllinois took several weeks, 
and they made stops along the way, including one with an open 
coffin in New York City on April 24. That day, 120,000 people 
walked by Lincoln, but before the public was allowed in, 
Jeremiah Gurney, Jr., a well-known photographer, had been given 
the exclusive right to make a picture of the coffin. To Gurney, 
the photograph would not only be historic and profitable, but it 
would allow a final remembrance for all the Americans who 
would not see Lincoln on his return to minois. Gurney required 
about a half-hour to make two wetplate exposures; one was a 
large plate and the other was a four-image stereoscopic view. In 
addition to Gurney's photographs, some artists were allowed to 
sketch the scene, and one was published In Harper's Weekly on 
May 6, 1865. When I found the actual picture, I had already seen 
the Harper's sketch of Lincoln's coffin, and both Dr. Pratt and I 
knew what the photograph was almost immediately. 

RS: Can you give us some background on why such a photograph 
was taken of Lincoln in death. 

RR: Although it seems unusu
al to us today; it was common 
at the dawn of photography 
to take photographs of the 
deceased, particularly chil
dren, when the infant mortal
ity rate was so high. So peo
ple thought nothing of it. 

RS: After Gurney took the 
photograph, what was the 
lineage that brought it into 
Hay's hands"? 

RR: Word soon spread that 
Gurney was allowed to make 
exclusive photographs. and 
other photographers wanted 
the same privilege. They 
asked Secretary Edwin M. 
Stanton for a chance, but 
when the grieving Mary 
Lincoln heard that her dead 
husband was being pho

tographed, she was understandably upset. So she asked Stanton 
to stop the practice, and Stanton ordered the plates, as well as 
all the sketches, seized and destroyed. Following orders, Major 
General John J. Peck took Gurney's Images. A few days later, 

continued page 20 
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Dr. Rietvold's Discovery, cont. 

after some pressure from others, Stanton modified his order 
slightly, and allowed one and only one print to be made by 
Gurney. Gurney sent the print to Stanton, who then presented it 
to Robert Todd Lincoln. Robert was also upset by this, and 
asked that both the original plate and sole print be destroyed. 
Stanton ordered the original plate destroyed, and Major General 
John A. Dix obliged. Stanton did not have the heart to destroy 
the only print. He kept it hidden for many years, lest one of the 
Lincolns find out, and his son Lewis discovered it two decades 
later. Lewis then sent it to Nicolay who, like Stanton, kept it 
under lock and key. And that's how it eventually ended up in the 
Illinois State Historical Society. 

RS: Do you know of any other Lincoln-in-death photographs that 
have surfaced since your discovery? 

RR: Yes, I have heard of four such claims, and tl1ey all proved 
spurious at best. 

RS: Who are the other men in the photograph you found? 

RR: On the left is Admiral Charles H. Davis and on the right is 
Brigadier General Edward D. Townsend. IL is believed that 
Townsend was the one who originally gave Gurney permission 
to photograph the scene. 

RS: We have seen the photograph reproduced numerous times 
and at different sizes. What is the true size of the original print? 

RR: It is actually quite small, 3 7/8" wide by 4 3/8" high. 

RS: Where is the photograph now? 

RR: It is still in possession of the Illinois State Historical Library, 
but under lock and key. They thought it was better kept there 
than back in folder 'X-14'! 

RS: Do people still ask you about it today? 

RR: Oh yes. Its discovery, for me, was a life-changing event. 
knew I wanted to be a Lincoln historian and f made an academic 
career out of my love for Lincoln. The discovery just cemented 
the fact. At the time, I was pictured in life and interviewed by 
the press and even on television. Immediately after the discov
ery, I was sworn to secrecy by Dr. Pratt, who knew it was a major 
discovery. I did not even tell my family. So one Sunday morning 
in September, the story was released to the press. The Des 
Moines Register ran the story on the front page, since it was a 
national story of local interest. And someone had called my 
mother that morning, telling her I was on the front page. She 
woke me up and wanted to know 'what I did wrong!' And that's 
the whole story! ~ 

Rail $p/i/1er'F.dltor Stuart Lutz Is a~ ~h 
dealer and ldstooan. Wbeo )Je sent us i. ~,w!tb!>r. 
Rletveld,herecountedafunoy,l!k>l')'wetJtouabtworth~ 

A UNIQUE LINcQLN SIGNED 
PHoJOGRAPH 
About a year ago, I received a mumbled message from a 

Southern California man on my answering machine. He was 
very secretive but revealed that he owned a Lincoln signed 
photograph. He left a phone number and only his first name. 
Ken. He stressed that since he lived In a mobile home, tt would 
be dillJcult to reach him, but insisted that I "keep trying." This 
was deftnltely going to be Interesting - when dealing with 
Uncoln, one can never let a lead go unexplored - no matter 
how seemingly far.fetched. 

After a dozen cans to his number, l finally reached Ken, 
who would not divulge his last name. After a long while on the 
phone, he revealed that he recently purchased a Lincoln pho
tograph signed on the verso. At this point, my Internal forgery 
alarm began ringing wildly. Ken said he was going to fax me a 
copy right away. A couple minutes later, the lax line rang and 
spit out the first page. I Immediately saw that someone named 
Abraham Lincoln might have sJsned this photograph, but It 
certainly wasn't the Abraham Uncoln wbo served as President. 
The autograph was so shaky and hesitant that I thought the 
forger was caught in a severe eartbquak~whlle stsntng It. Then 
the fax machine printed the actwil photograph: It was the 
famous engraving of George Wl$hlngl:on welcoming Abraham 
Uncoln Into Heaven! A posthumous slglJature If rve ever seen 
one! A minute•~ Ken called back and asked me U 1 received 
the fax. I told him that I had. •wet~ what do you thtnt·r he 
asked. "Well, I'm not Interested," I replied. "Why not?• he 
demanded In a most offended manner. I hemmed and hawed 
for a few minutes not wanting to hurt his feelings. But be per
sisted, so I stated, •Because that signature is not -eotlcr 
Very upset, the man Insisted thatl didn't knowwhat hvas talk
Ing about. •o, course It's autbentlc:r his voice bo<mied through 
the receiver, "Besides. I know It's real! I paid a lot of money for 
it!" With logic: like that, there was lJttle more l could say con
structively. He then demanded that I send him a letter staUng 
that I would never show the fax to anYone or ever •discuss It 
with another living soul." 

"Trust me," I assured him. •1 don't plan on showing It to 
anyone. .. Certainly l'U mall you suc:h a letter. Just give me your 
name and mailing address." Ken decided that he valued his 
secrecy more than my letter, so he slammed the phone down. 
Now, what were P.T. Barnum's wise words about suckers? 
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"THE 
LINCOLNPHILE" 

Waugh, John C. ReelectiQi 
Llncoln: The Battle for the 1864 
Presidency, New York, Crown 
PubJlshers, Inc., 36lpp., $30.00. 

John Waugh is a former newspa
per journalist turned historical 
reporter. His special interest in 
the Civil War Is evident in his first 
book. The Class of 1846. His 
approach to writing stems from 
his background: he attempts to 
describe historical events and 
personalities from a reporter's 
perspective, as if he were Jiving at 

the time and the events described were just unfolding. 
Accordingly, much of the narrative is composed of contemporary 
comments from various participants, the principal players, as 
well as the "man on the street." 

As is still the case in national elections, the story of a pres
idential campaign begins the year before. Incumbents view 
events in the context of how they will impact their chances for 
renomination. Presidential aspirants are testing the waters, 
gathering support, watching developments, and timing their 
moves. Waugh begins his story in 1863, giving us an overview of 
the status of the War, putting the upcoming election in its proi>
er context. He then guides us past the military and political 
milestones on the road leadlng to election day. We are intro
duced to a colorful cast of characters, both great and small, 
each with a personal agenda, who comment on or attempt to 
control events. 

This book is extremely well researched and draws on many 
sources. including personal correspondence, diaries, public 
speeches, and newspaper accounts. Beyond a belief that the 
election being described may well have been the most impor-

tant in American history, Waugh brings a reporter's impartiality 
to his story. We get the feeling that his purpose is not an 
homage to Lincoln nor a revisionist's viewpoint, but a new way 
of telling an old story. He derives a great deal of insight in the 
editorial comments of partisan publishers - those who felt it 
their duty (and journalistic "right") to influence public opinion. 
He also quotes, rather extensively, from the diaries of those in 
the inner circle including Nicolay and Hay, Gideon Welles, and 
Count Gurowski, a Polish emigre and cynic. Welles, formerly 
seen as an anachronistic outcast and misfit, comes off as a man 
of rather profound insight. 

The book is written in a breezy style, reminiscent of The 
Front Page. It therefore reads fairly easily. The quotes, though 
nllDlerous, are all kept short, ~sound-bytes" of a sort. One must 
believe that Mr. Waugh feels at ease as a "llistorical reporter" 
because of how little has actually changed In the realm of poli
tics. The pre-convention maneuvering, the letters ~leaked" to 
the press that backfire, the "non-candidate candidates." it's all 
there. It was fascinating to read of the would-be candidacies of 
Chase, Ben Butler, and Grant who, like Welles, comes off rather 
well. Besides Confederate operatives trying to foment unrest 
and affect the election, we are told of two Democratic dirty
tricksters who wrote a "RepubHcan tract" praising miscegena
tion, a word they themselves invented which later gained ofCi
cial acceptance. On the other side, Waugh relates how John Hay 
repeatedly tried to "extort" political contributions from Federal 
employees at the Brooklyn Navy Yard, only to be rebuffed by 
Welles. 

Lincoln, ostensibly the central figure in the story, is shown 
reacting to events as well as being reacted to. He is not overly 
quoted, which is probably for the best. as almost every word he 
ever uttered or wrote has been repeated innumerable times. 
Still, both the familiar and not-so-familiar, are brought into play 
as appropriate. 

Although additional illustrations of campaign items would 
have helped to paint a fuller picture of the 1864 election, (par
ticularly given our bias!) Reelectjng Ljncoln remains a thorough 
story of that momentous contest that will be hard for anyone to 
improve upon. It may well evolve as being considered the defin
itive work on the subject. 

For Sale: 
• Emancipation Proclamation by P.S. Duval. Published 

in Philadelphia in 1865 by G.R. Russell. Original frame, 
wonderfulcondition.$600orbestoffer. 

• Plaster Bust of President Abraham Lincoln, 
Unsigned Measure8 <!fJProximately 12" in height. $JU). 

Contag Jason Gart (602) 962~9786. 
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Stack's Handles it All. 

From Lincoln Cents to the Rarest Lincoln 
Indian Peace Medal, from 1864 Ferrotypes 

to 1907 Victor David Brenner Plaques. 

Over the past six decades, Stack's has 
catalogued and sold more Lincoln medals, 

tokens, and coins than all others combined. 
When it comes to selling Uncolniana 

you must think of Stack's. 

~ 

Stack's. AmeriCl's Oldest and Largest Coin Dealellirup. 

123 WtsT 17TH STRUT, NEW YORK NY 10019 

T!LIPHON!! 212·182·2580 FAX: 212·!82·1946 

WWW,!!ITACK!!l,COII 

Rail Splinters 
~ Ken Ritchey, who 
~ authored an arti
cle on Booth reward broad
sides in our last issue. 
dropped us a note concern
ing the December Rail 
Splitter feature on soldiers' 
votes in the 1864 national 
election. He thought our 
readers would be interested 
in this piece he recently 
added to his broadside col
lection. With such a large 
number of potential voters 
"in the field," this clearly 
was the issue of the day! 

~ Recently, a national antique journal listed a "For 
Sale" notice by a Fairfield, Illinois collector/dealer 

offering an "original ruby ambrotype of President Andrew 
Johnson." Collectors of politicals know that period material relat
ed to Johnson - save for the Impeachment tickets - is extremely 
scarce. An original, from-life photograph of Lincoln's Vice President 
would be quite special. The individual offering the piece quoted 
$1,000 and said If we sent $3 in cash, he would forward some pho
tos of the piece. Well ... we wish we could reproduce the photo here 
for you, but the copy is just too dark. It is a portrait of a gentleman 
that does not look - even remotely - like Johnson. What amazed us 
more was the elaborate story that came with this portrait. .. "the 
piece has been to several experts over the past couple of years and 
NO one bad mouthed it. In fact a couple of weeks ago a man offered 
me a '73 Winchester for it." Knowing of our interest in Lincoln, he 
also sent color photocopies of several tintypes of "Lincoln rela
tives" including "John Lincoln, Abe's cousin." His note indicated 
that payment on the items had to be made in cash or money order. 
Let it suffice to say that we would have had other ideas of what to 
do with that old Winchester. 

~ Those interested in news related to the 
~ Gettysburg National Military Park, information 

on battlefield restoration and upcoming events, can get a free 
subscription to The Gettysburg Quarterly by writing to: 
Gettysburg Quarterly, G.N.M.P., 97 Taneytown Road, Gettysburg, 
PA 17325. 
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~ The Fort Ward Museum in Alexandria, VA will 
~ exhibit "The Image of Lincoln," a show that 
explores the way Lincoln has been portrayed in paintings, prints, 
sculptures, and photographs. The exhibit runs through the end 
of the summer. For information, call 703/838-4848. 

~ Barry Koffman of Binghamton, New York recent-
~ ly came across this turn-of-the-century candy 

box from Buffalo, NY. The reverse pictures the 
Lincoln log cabin and the Brady portrait of Abe with Tad. Barry 

is interested in any infor
mation on the candy man
ufacturer. If you know any
thing about "Mary Lincoln 
Candies," let us know! 

~ This 1865 carte was recently purchased at auc
'.:zieiZ§L?'. don by a Rail Splitter. The new owner wanted to 
know something about the photographer. While Alden claims 
in the legend to be the onJy photographer permitted to witness 
and document the trial of the conspirators, this is clearly a 
work of art. But then again, in the strictest sense or the word, it 
is a "photograph." It is a mounted albumen photograph of an 
engraving. The odd thing, however, is the "composite nature" of 
the piece. It appears that separate likenesses for each figure 
was drawn and then "assembled" together to be redrawn and 
then photographed. And while Alden has copyrighted the carte 
- and we cannot find an example of a similar piece anywhere -
are we to believe he did attend 
the trial with a sketch-artist? All 
we know or Alden is his credit on 
the series of CDVs that have 
embossed patriotic designs with 
small, mounted albumen por
traits in circles: Lincoln, Mary 
Todd, Booth, Corbett, etc. We 
would certainly appreciate hear
ing from anyone wilh informa
tion on this Providence 
artist/photographer. 

CLASSIC LINCOLN BOOKS-BACK IN PRINT 

A Treasury of Lincoln Quotations 
by Fred Kernn-
An indispenuble vohune for any Lincoln srud<nt. 
Organized alphabetically, th.is edition bas• new introduction 
by noted Lincoln scholar Harold Holur. Of the first 
edition, the Amencan Library As<ochtion said "Out.SW1ding 
Reference Book of the Year." (320p .. index). $20.00 paper. 

Lincoln As A Lawyer 
by John P. Frank 
A penetrating analysis of Lincoln's legal practice. Of th.is 
work, David Donald says, "This book cuts more light on 
Lincoln's law practice ""d tells us more about the kind of 
lawyer Lincoln was, dw, anything else I have ever =n, • 
(208p., index, £rontis), $40.00 cloth, $20.00 p,per. 

The Great American Myth 
by (dori, S. Bry1tn 
The classic history of the ...,as,ination, Dennis Showalter of 
The Colorado College for •small Press• nys this is •a key 
work in establishing a rational and sophiscic:ited matru< for 
the analysis of the fascinating issue of Lincoln• s assassination." 
(436p., illus., index). $4-0.00 doth, $20.00 paper. 

GARDNER'S PHOTO--VIVIDLY REPRODUCED 

The quint.essential Abrah,m Lincoln pose. t2ken one 
week prior to his Gettysburg Addnss. This photo 
cap1urcs the Pruident's ,omber mood. His most 
fllIDoWl photo, it !how, our Jixtccnth president at the 
height of his political c:arecr. His strength of character 
is most evident, along with ha &termination and 
confidence. 

This high quality reprint of G.u-dner's photograph, 
captures the clarity and quality of an original 
photograph. Rendered in matte finish, archivally 
m:ttted on sturdy foam core, with a descriptive label on 
the rear, shrink-wrapped and ready 10 frame. Photo is 
8" x 10", over.ill siu is II J/4" x U 1/2". $24.9S. 

To Order Any Item: 
Please Include U.00 Shipping and Handling/or the 

Fir$/ Item and SJ.0-0/oreach addWonal item. 

Phone or Fax orders accepted. V/MC 
Dealer /111fulr/e, Invited 

~~ 
AllaABAM LINCOLN 
110811{ saoP, INC. 
3S7W ... Qilcal)OMa>uc • <l>kogo.mtno11606IO 
312.?«- • Fu 312.9«.S~ 

Since 1938, Specialists in Lincolniana, Civil War and U.S. Pmidcnts 
Catalogs Issued - Send SS.00 for Sample Issue 
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~notber ~teat jf tnb! 
Wonderful Lincoln ephemera can still be found ... 
without having to take out a second mortgage! 
David Yount proves this with his recent acquisition 
from an internet auction - an 1863 piece of sheet 
music. What makes this particularly desirable are 
the details: Lincoln driving a ''team of horses" that 
include Hooker, Butler, Grant, and Rosecrans (note 
the little flags with their initials). Careful inspection 
shows that the wagon is actually a small boat, the 
"Constitution," resting on an axle labeled "Union." 
(The ship of state, no doubt.) The rear of the 
wagon is stuck in the "Secession Mire" with the 
Emancipation Proclamation acting as the lever 
(a rock titled "1863" is the fulcrum) to dig it out. 
Several Copperheads (snakes) threaten to impede 
that effort. Written by John Hogarth Lozier, this 
work is "Respectfully Dedicated to his Comrades 
the 37th Indiana Regiment and all who love Our 
Brave Soldier Boys." Great historic content - partic
ularly given that Dave lives in Indiana - for less 
than a trip to the drive-thru ... not bad! 

The Rail Splitter"Fr' 
Jonathan H. Mann - Publisher 
Donald L. Ackerman - Editor-in-Chief 
Johnny Zhivago - Layout/Design 

Editors 
David B. Yount, Dr. Edmund B. Sullivan, 
John D. Pfeifer, Stuart K. Lutz, 
Peter R. Schwartz, Martin C. Carlino 

The Rail Splitter is published four times a year 
with an annual subscription rate of $20.00. 

For information or subscription, please write to: 
The Rail Splitter, Post Office Box 275, New York, NY 10044. 

Tel. 212-980-7031, FAX: 212-741-8756 
E-Mail: splltter@interport.net 

© 1998, The Rail Spliuer 
All material In this publication, both text and graphic, Is copyrighted 
and subject to this notice. Reprint permission for articles and pho
tographs must be given by the Publisher. All edltorlal comments are 
to be considered only as opinions and are offered wllhout expressed 
guarantee as to accuracy. either stated or Implied. If any date, figure 
or !act contained herein Is Inaccurate, we regret the error, but dis
claim any llablllty for Its consequence. 
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